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Hello!
I decided to set up a Blog for when I go on my adventures round the world in November
2010, so that the most important people can read and catch up with where I'll be...rather
than post it to the world and his dog on Facebook....
S A TU R D A Y , 1 4 A U G U S T 2 0 10

13 weeks and 2 days to go!!!!!!!!!!

Most of my work colleagues have been driven insane by my countdown clock on my
work computer...counting down the weeks, days, hours, minutes and seconds before my
flight takes off! 13 weeks and 2 days to go!!! The weeks are seriously going down so so
quickly...before I know it I'll be off!
I also seem to have started having dreams involving packing...a couple of nights ago I
had not only my rucksack but also a humongous box (like a giant biscuit tin) in which I
was trying to fit in various objects including a shopping trolley....
The picture above is Tommy helping me out decide where to go in Australia.
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Last day at work!
Well, I am officially now off work until the beginning of October 2011. That seems so
unreal...and it's not quite sunken in yet.
I had a lovely last day at work on Friday - arrived to find my desk "decorated" by the
girls!!

Probably best not to ask !

The girls from work
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I was spoiled with many useful presents for my travels and we enjoyed lots of nice
Japanese food at lunchtime.

Me and Charlotte ... being Japanese,
apparently

Me and other Sarah
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We then had some drinks after work at the JSV, and the last remaining few at The
Nowhere.

Sue, Charli, Jess and Karen holding up
the lovely artwork that they decorated
my desk with on my last day...theme:
squirrel

Me, Jess, Charli and Lou

Cath, me and Alison

Me, Jess and Charli - I love this photo
but not sure what's going on!!
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Tired is not the word
Well, I am finally back at my parents in St. Albans after the busiest and most tiring week
I think I have ever experienced...I now know why moving house is considered one of the
top most stressful things to go through!
Monday-Friday was spent packing up boxes and putting them in a friend's loft (thanks
Charli!), sending piles of stuff to charity shops and trips to the dump...whilst also getting
my flat ready to be rented out and attempting to make it as clean as possible. My parents
arrived on Wednesday lunchtime and found me in a zombie-like state with absolutely no
idea what to do next or what even needed to be done anymore. I gave my mum
permission to order me about and to prioritise on my behalf...

My flat in the process of being boxed
up before being put in Charli's loft. It
doesn't look half as bad as it felt at the
time !!

Another task !
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In amongst the stress of doing doing doing...we spent a lovely few evenings out in
Plymouth. Wednesday I went with my parents to the Barbican Kitchen and had a
delicious meal (preceded by Refectory Plymouth gin cocktail, obviously).

A drink at the Plymouth Gin Refectory.....

....... and a lovely meal to follow.

Dad’s favourite !
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Thursday evening we went to The Thai House (for um...Thai) and were joined by Mark,
Cath, Brad, Charli and Ross. I then gave my parents a cultural experience afterwards
with a visit to my favourite pub in Plymouth the Minerva. :-)

My last meal out in Plymouth - at the
Thai House - with me, mum, dad, Mark,
Cath, Brad, Charli and Ross.

Friday evening I went with my parents to the Hoe to watch the fireworks. It was my
parents first experience of Plymouth fireworks, and they were very impressed!
Saturday was the trip to St.A - I woke up at 1am and after an hour of not sleeping
decided it would be far more productive to get up and spend an hour cleaning the
kitchen and make myself some cheese on toast. Went back to bed at 3.30am and then
woke at 7 to commence my final 3 hours of cleaning and packing... considering I live in a
small flat, I dread to think how long all this would have taken if it were a bigger place.
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Timmy decides it's safer to hide...

The cats wondering what is going on.

Tommy and Timmy looking cute.

A final bacon butty before we leave
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We packed up the car and the cats, and drove to St.Albans - the cats were really good.
We dropped them off at Freya's parents house and they were fine really quickly. Tom
found himself a hiding place behind the desk in the study, and Timmy stayed mostly in
his box, but both came out to explore and then hide again!

The boys were so good on the journey
to St. Albans! Timmy miowed quite a
bit, but it could have been so much
worse !

Last night I went to see yet more
fireworks with Claire, Danie and
Danie's bro Sam. It was a small local
event at Jersey Farm - had a really nice
time and even had some mulled wine.
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A picture that sums up my last week in Plymouth

My dad took this photo of me doing last minute flat-cleaning about 20 minutes before we
left Plymouth for St. Albans...it pretty much sums up how I was feeling that week!!

Me and Mark
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Heathrow – not long to go now !

Sarah’s last meal in Blighty before her
big adventure
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I'm here!!!!
Greetings from Darwin! Both flights went according to plan (Heathrow-Singapore;
Singapore-Darwin) although both were delayed, and arrived into Darwin about half an
hour later than planned at about 3am. I decided to splash out for my first couple of
nights (and not have to cope with hostels just yet!) - am staying in a hotel right by the
waterfront. It's a very nice room - massive bed, flat screen tv on wall, fridge....aaahh it's
bliss!
Went to sleep by about 5am and
when I eventually woke up it was
to a very familiar sound...rain!
Very impressive rain, mind you,
with thunder and lightning too. It
gave me an excuse anyway to
have a chilled morning and
unpack my stuff (I am making the
most of 'unpacking' before living
out of my rucksack! I watched
Spongebob Squarepants and
Oprah too...
The view from my hotel (Vibe
Waterfront) in Darwin the first morning - absolutely chucking it down!

As it was still raining I ended up eating breakfast/lunch at the hotel, sat outside
undercover listening to the rain falling! Due to it being a hotel prices I had chips and
ketchup....
After then the rain stopped, so I was able to go out and explore. Obviously, as it's me,
and I have no sense of direction - I ended up going the long way round to get to where
all the action was. (Yes, I did have a map!). When I eventually got to the main area in
Darwin, I stopped in at a travel place just to ask them where Mitchell Street was (sense
of direction...as I said...) as I was looking for an internet cafe. Turned out that they
happened to have internet there - but obviously as I was there they chatted to me all
about the trips, etc i could book in and around Darwin and beyond.
I ended up booking a 3 day trip to Kakadu national park for this Saturday-Monday. It
just so happened that another girl was booking that tour for then, and there was a 2 for 1
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offer on...so we've gone halves with that! So it's about 150 pounds (can't find the pound
sign!) for 3 days, including everything - was about 300!! Pretty good I think. The girl I'm
going with is called Caroline, seems a bit younger than me, German, on her own too. So
I may have met my first friend!
I've just had dinner at a place called The Vic - seems to be 'the place to be'...very busy... I
had a HUGE pizza and an ozzie beer and sat in a nice quiet spot away from the drunk
people. Ended up bringing half of it back with me as it was so big I couldn't eat it - at
least that's lunch sorted for tomorrow!
As for the next couple of days, I think I
am just going to stick around here and
get to know Darwin a bit more. There's a
water place just outside my hotel where
you can swim, laze about and there's a
wave machine and even a beach!! I think
it's a fake beach though....(you can't
swim in any of the natural water spots,
due to the possibility of being eaten!!).
There's also a lot of other things to see it seems small enough to walk
everywhere (well for my speed of
walking anyway!). Fingers crossed it won't rain too much.

My first hostel experience
The weather today is beautifully hot and sunny, no rain
to be seen - although there are storms and rain due later
tonight I think. It's very very hot, but not any different to
what I was used to in Thailand (although I have only
been walking around locally and wandering into airconditioned shops at the moment!!). Darwin is designed
perfectly for the weather though - near to where I stayed
the last couple of nights I saw what I thought were bus
shelters - when I realised they didn't actually have any
timetables on, I figured out they must be to shelter from
the rain and also to walk in the shade - they go quite a
way up the road! Also, the buildings in the town have
shady bits to walk under too.
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I've somehow managed to make my rucksack weigh a lot more than it did when I left
London...I think it must be due to the hand luggage I was carrying separately! Therefore
I left my bag at the hotel to book my hostel, and then went back for it and taxi'd it to the
hostel!! Very un-traveller-like, but I don't care!! It probably would've taken me about
20-30 mins to walk...not in this heat...
I arrived at the hostel, and went into my room - it's an 8 bed dorm. I was slightly in
shock when I walked in, as there wasn't anyone there, but lots of people's 'stuff'' just
spread everywhere....in came a French bloke called Simon, and soon after an Irish girl
called Sandra. Sandra seems really nice, and she's been travelling for a while so I got the
lowdown on hostels in Oz. She said they're pretty safe, and everyone you meet is cool.
Simon says that he's the only one he knows who doesn't use the lockers - he keeps his
laptop out all the time when he's away, but it's not got stolen....so that's good to know!
I'm on a top-bunk above Sandra. One of her friends who she's been travelling with
comes back later from a trip she's been on.
After setting up my bed and putting stuff in my locker....it doesn't seem that bad now, it
was just a shock going from lovely hotel to basic/studenty hostel!!! I'm staying here
tonight, tomorrow and Monday - and just keeping my bag there over the weekend when
I go to Kakadu.
I got lots of free vouchers today when I booked the hostel, so I'm off to the same place I
went to last night for food - but this time it'll be free!!
M O N D A Y , 2 2 N O VE M B E R 2 0 1 0

Kakadu National Park
I arrived back to Darwin yesterday after a 3 day/2 night tour to Kakadu National Park. I
was picked up at 6am from my hostel by a 4x4 truck with the tour guide Genda and 8
other people doing the tour. Within our group there was one English (me!), 1 Danish, 1
Spanish, 3 German and 2 Irish! A mixed bag!
Day 1: We started day 1 by going on a river cruise to search for crocs. Christina (the
Spanish lady) came on the trip to try and get over her fear of crocs. She was very
nervous! Genda brought along some bait, and although the water was quite quiet
apparently, we did manage to feed 2 crocs right next to our boat. Luckily right next to
me both times actually!
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The boat had high fencing all the
way round, and we were under
strict instruction not to lean over
the edge to take pics - and if we
were at the front where the croc
was, we weren't allowed to stand
up to take pics. It was VERY cool
- the croc was with us in full view
for a good few minutes, whilst
Genda teased him with the meat,
and then eventually let him have
it. (Christina has since overcome
her fear, and on day 3 even
wanted to see a croc when we
stopped for lunch near a place where crocs would be!!).
We then spent the day learning about Aboriginal culture and saw some Aboriginal cave
paintings. Genda is half Aboriginal (his mum is Aboriginal, dad is white Australian - and
'adopted' by his mum's family) and therefore was very knowledgeable and could answer
pretty much all of our questions. The only ones he couldn't answer was due to not being
allowed to pass on that information - we were only to know the basics and delving
deeper wasn't our place to know.
Genda spent the first 7 years of his life on a small aboriginal island, and actually had 3
promised wives! The way this is done is basically worked out from birth - and is based
on your skin tone. This is due to the fact that some in-breeding would occur, and
therefore if you were different skin tones there'd be less risk of bad genetic breeding. At
the age of 6 he went through the initiation that all male Aboriginals go through - him
and 2 brothers (or cousins really, but known as brothers) were sent off for a year to live
off the land on their own. Their upbringing had prepared them for this, and the purpose
was that if they aren't able to look after themselves, they wouldn't be able to look after a
wife and family. They were sent away naked with nothing on them whatsoever.... one of
his brothers died (he got stung by a snake) - the remaining 2 carried out the relevant
ceremony, and then it wasn't until the end of the time there that they could let the family
know, and then another ceremony was carried out with everyone there.
Genda ended up not with any of the 3 wives (although there is no actual marriage
ceremony anyway - they just ARE your wife/wives), and ended up meeting a German
lady who was one of the people on the tour about 5 years ago. She went with him and
spent time on his island a few years ago, and had to follow all the rules of the culture 16

she went off with the women, whilst Genda went off with the men. She loved the
experience, despite not speaking any of the language - so then Genda knew she was the
girl for him! They have 2 children now and live in Humpty Doo (I love that name!) and
hope to marry in Germany next year.
The cave paintings only have meaning during the process of being painted - it's like a
story to pass down information (for example warnings about not eating certain fish, etc,
or stories passed down), and then the painting that is left is pretty much meaningless the story-telling is the real purpose. Therefore each generation may paint over the same
painting - you are allowed to do this, but never to touch up anyone else’s painting. One
of the things that we learnt was about how to know the different between a human and a
spirit in the paintings - humans have 5 fingers/toes, and spirits won't. If it's a female
human she will have breasts or 'ladies bits!' but not both - if there are both this is a
spirit.
Day 2 - we spent the day exploring 3 different waterfalls...each one we had to walk for
ages to get to and then a couple of them we had to clamber over rocks...needless to say I
was slightly scared as I'm not a big rock climber!! Each one was so worth it to get to - the
first was MASSIVE - the pool was ridiculously huge, and at the back if you swum a few
minutes there was the most amazing waterfall - where we could fill up our water bottles!
The second and third were more secluded. Each time we had the place to ourselves, and
it was just the most peaceful way to spend our time.

Kakadu National Park - swimming by
the waterfall

Me under another waterfall in Kakadu
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Day 3 - a lot of the day was driving to get back
to Darwin, but on the way we visited a
MASSIVE termite mound, went to a monsoon
pool for another swim, visited an Aboriginal
shop where I think me and Christina were
almost adopted by an Aboriginal man...he
seemed very keen to adopt us!!
Due to the time of year (the wet season is just
starting) some of the places we would normally
have gone to were closed off as the roads were
flooded. Some of the roads we went on will be
totally flooded soon - the signs next to the
roads we were driving over had 1.5 metre
posts, and all of the land will soon disappear!
I have now seen my first wild kangaroo,
wallaby, wallaroo, galah, dingo...and many
many birds, reptiles and insects. Most of these we spotted whilst driving. Genda spotted
some things and then would drive back to show us - one of them was some kind of lizard
on a tree that he saw a mile off, and then caught it to show us!! Pretty impressive!
The place we camped out was
lovely. We slept in a big cabin it's too hot and potentially wet to
camp in tents. We all slept on
camp beds, with a roll mat and I
had a sheet - I was a bit worried
about the insects eating me
alive....but the nights were
actually fine and I slept better
those 2 nights than any night
since I got here! However I did
get eaten a lot ... i counted about
50 mozzie bites when I got back
to Darwin, on pretty much every
part of my body! VERY itchy...have bought some bite spray today to sooth them. A
couple are like mountains...
We ate outside using an open fire - the first night we had kangaroo burritos! Genda
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baked us some Aussie bread on our last morning, which was delicious (used this
opportunity to try Vegemite for the first time - it wasn't disgusting (as I get the taste as I
like Marmite) but in no way was it actually tasty in any way...I wouldn't have it again!).
We even had an open air shower - which I used on our last morning! (There were also
normal showers across the way as it was a camp site).
All in all, it was an amazing few days, and I had so much fun. The people on the trip
were all really nice, and I'm potentially going to meet up with Christina later on in my
trip as she flew to Cairns last night and is going down the east coast - and so will I
eventually. The Irish ladies (sisters) I am going to dinner with tonight - in my favourite
spot in the restaurant by my original hotel I stayed in when I arrived. Am treating myself
as it's my last night in Darwin (and also I have a free night tonight in my hostel as they
messed up my room!). I think I am going to try crocodile.......I have to at least once!

Very very VERY scary foot bridge....

These was the sign for the Gents !
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En route to Alice Springs...
I have had such a great time at the first of the Blores I will be visiting in Oz (distant
cousins!). Not got long on the internet now so will update about that another time.
Currently travelling to Alice Springs. Left Darwin at 12pm, and it's currently just after
2am....we've had lots of stops (in some nice and some not so nice places!) - we've
stopped in Tenant Creek (I think that's where we are) for an hour or so. Weren't allowed
to stay on the bus, so no sleep for Sarah....
Nice big service station, with internet and
toilets and seats...so not too bad. Journey
has been fine actually - watched about 2
movies and back to back comedy shows,
and slept on and off since about 10pm.
There weren't that many of us who
started the journey back at Darwin, and
with people getting on and off all the way
there's now 2 of us girls (the other girls
only got on recently)...lucky it's not just
me then!!
We stopped earlier on at some other random place where there was a 'zoo' (if you could
call it that)....small crocs in a small tank....snakes, etc... not very nice really. Made
friends with the first bus driver and another Ozzie bloke who got off at Tenant Creek, so
had a bit of conversation! I arrive into Alice at 9.15am or possibly sooner (we seem to be
stopping for massive gaps of time....) and then I have to call my hostel for them to pick
me up! Not sure yet whether I'm gonna go straight to bed....the day after (Tuesday? I
think?!) I have to be up and ready to go at 6.10am to go on my 3 day Ayers Rock (Uluru)
tour! If parents are reading this I will be in touch re making sure I am awake as per last
time!!!
Other than that, all good, and will update re my whereabouts since Wednesday either
before or after my 3 day trip. :-)

Alice Springs and the Blores
I arrived in Alice at 9.15am and managed to wangle a free lift from the Greyhound bus
driver to opposite my hostel (it was only down the road). Hostel is so much nicer than
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the one I was at in Darwin! It's called Haven backpackers. Room is quiet, not seen
anyone else yet - but think there's a couple more girls in there. Made friends with a
couple of girls when I was looking for the supermarket - they've only just arrived too,
and one (Ann) is going on a 4 day trip tomorrow to Ayers Rock, etc, so we think it may
be the same one was me (we have to be ready at the same time - although mine is a 3 day
trip). We're cooking together tonight, with a couple that they met on another trip.
Lauren is Dutch and Ann is Swiss adding to my list of nationalities met!
An update then on my past few days. On
Wednesday I went to stay with the first
of the Blores on my trip. The Blores are
distant cousins...Dad will have to correct
me on this, but it's something like...my
great great grandfather's brother
emigrated to Oz? (correct me please!!).
Judy and kids Annie (12) and John (14).
In my 5 day stay with them I stayed in a
total of 3 places! The first was a place in Humpty Doo where they are house-sitting for
friends. I spent my first afternoon relaxing in the pool whilst Judy went back to
work...and was waiting at home for when the kids arrived home from school! We went
for another swim and a walk up the road (it seriously is in the middle of nowhere!!) saw a wallaby!!
Thursday I had another massively chilled
day with the house and pool to myself, and
watched daytime TV and generally did
nothing. It was so good to do nothing! That
evening we went for a drive round Fannie
Bay and East Point and then ended up at
Cold Rock (I think that's what it's called) amazing ice cream place - I had Passion
fruit ice cream with Tim Tams bashed up
inside. DELICIOUS!
Friday Judy came back from work early to pick me up and we drove to pick the kids up
from school - and then drove to their actual house in Batchelor. Amazing place - in the
middle of nowhere yet again, and so much land...400 acres I think? John took me and
Annie on a quad bike ride around the land (my first quad bike experience!) and we
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drove through mud and through pretty much everything you can think of! We visited a
water hole that will be full of water soon after more rain, but for now is only a tiny bit
full - they have made a raft with 2 armchairs on the water, so we went for a float! We
were also looking for cattle - their land is next to Aboriginal land, and sometimes the
cattle escape over...you aren't supposed to go on the land, but we were ok to do so
because of the cattle (apparently!! - I took John's word for it!). Their dad Paul has
helicopters and amongst other things
uses them to muster the cattle back to
where they're meant to be!
When we got back to the house I had
pictures taken of me on the quad
bike...and then decided to go for a ride
myself with John in tow. My first
driving experience... of ANYTHING! I
went up to 32k (not sure what that is in
mph). LOVED IT!!!!! When we got back
we sat on the verandah and had nibbles
and dip. Later we went to say hello to a
lady they know who came to feed her
horses, and then Annie and I stood watching the sky - one side was amazing thunder
and lightning storm, and the other side was a beautiful sunset....no rain though for us!
Early Saturday we hit the road again and went to Palmerston (i think) to Paul's sister
Leanne's house - where we were to stay Saturday night (Judy had a work Christmas
party to go to). Spent the day with Annie, John, and Leanne's kids Alice (17), Nick (12)
and Tom (15). Went for a swim in the poooool, went shopping and lunch and ice cream
with Annie, and then in the evening we watched Paranormal Activity on DVD with
popcorn.
Sunday - I had to drag myself away to go
catch the bus to Alice! I was so sad to
leave - I felt very much at home and was
made to feel like part of the family (which
of course I am....in a distant kind of way!).
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Uluru and Kings Canyon
Got back yesterday from a 3 day trip to
Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kings Canyon.
The group I went with was a lot bigger
than on the Kakadu trip - 19 of us! There
were 5 Brits, and we pretty much stuck
together throughout the 3 days. There
were also Germans (obviously!), Swiss,
Japanese, Chinese, Finnish.....I could go
on....
The Brits! Me, Stuart (Birmingham), Emily
(Kent), Liam and Shelley (Yeovil)
The group I did my 3 day tour with.

We saw the amazing Uluru at sunrise and
sunset (we got up at 3.45am for the latter.......)
and also walked around the WHOLE of Uluru
(about 10k). On the last day we hiked up Kings
Canyon - totally amazing, and probably the
most spectacular place I have ever seen (sorry
Mum - even over Trevone!!).

A sleepy Sarah at sunrise by Uluru

Kings Canyon
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Am flying to Cairns later today in a hostel where another girl I
met in Alice will be staying from Saturday. She's called Ann, is
Swiss, and I kept bumping into her on the tour - she was on a
different tour but the tours pretty much do the same stuff at the
same time! Also made another friend Flurina (also Swiss!) on
my tour - and we're in the same hostel. Managed to get the
same room together when we got back yesterday.
Still massively hot here, but actually cools down at night (unlike
Darwin). Not got sunburnt yet - mainly because it's way too hot
to sun-bathe! Can't believe it's snowing back home, it's
madness!!!
Ann (Swiss) and me - we kept bumping into each other (she was on a different
tour but you do pretty much the same thing)

F R I DA Y , 3 D E C E M B E R 2 0 1 0

Arrived in Cairns
I'm in Cairns! I arrived at about 8pm last night after a plane journey of just 1 hour 45
minutes. I even managed to get a double dinner, as the lady next to me gave me her
pasta. Brilliant! Am in a hostel called the Calypso - it's actually very nice, the best so far I
think (they seem to be improving!). I'm on top bunk again though, with a ridiculous
ladder that you have to climb up and them clamber over the railing of the back of the
bed..quite dangerous actually! There's a girl in my room who's not well - we had the air
con on and the fan so I woke up FREEEEEZING and had to put on fleece, and 2
blankets. Also woke up feeling slightly ill too - could be paranoia, but I did end up
buying a LOT of fruit juice, fruit and healthy stuff for breakfast, so hopefully it won't
come to anything!
Woke up at 1.30am to a drunk 18/19 year old, who turned the light on, and then
apologised to me for waking me up - and told me she had to be up at 7am to go on a
diving trip....so she probably ended up doing it hung over! She did get out on time
though!
I have a kitchen on my floor which I had all to myself for breaky - and it's CLEAN. My
first clean kitchen...it doesn't look used. The one downstairs is busy and used but I don't
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think anyone knows about mine! Have done my first food shop and bought a chill bag
for the fridge...treated myself to some cheese...it's actually good cheese, am very
surprised!
There's a free bus at the hostel that goes
the whole 15 minute walk into town and
back! I didn't think I would use it, but it
is so hot I am generally walking into
town, and bussing it back! Useful! Spent
today relaxing and catching up. Hoping
Ann (Swiss girl) will be here later - told
the hostel I knew her so they have put
her in the same room as me. Although I
wasn't sure of her surname, so it may
end up being a different Ann! Am going
out for a free dinner tonight (got loads of
freebie vouchers when I booked my Kakadu trip, and they are for lots of different places
in Oz).
Spent the last 2 hours uploading my photo's onto Picasa (couldn't use Kodak as I
couldn't upload the software). Tomorrow am hoping to sort them out (the order has
gone weird) and label them, and will post the link. 500 altogether so far!!

T H U RS D A Y , 9 D EC E M B E R 2 0 10

Last few days...
Hi all,
I have spent the last few days doing trips...Tuesday I went to Kuranda and WednesdayThursday went to Cape Tribulation and stayed overnight in a rainforest...
Am way too tired to do my blog properly tonight (have an early start tomorrow too!) so
will update soon!
Sarah x
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Me and John on the quad bike - SO
MUCH FUN!
The most amazing sunset one side of
the sky, the other side a lightening
show

Cristina and Theresa

I asked for more rain and it came - with
a huge thunderstorm whilst I was home
alone - quite a scary experience
actually!
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Townsville!
I arrived into Townsville yesterday and
am staying with Bessie Blore (another
distant cousin!) and her boyfriend
Shannan. Bessie is looking after me. :-)
We went for a drive yesterday up Castle
Hill which overlooks Townsville and the
sea, and then had a delicious meal and
some lovely wine.
Today we went out for breakfast, and this
afternoon drove to Crystal Creek for a
lovely cooling swim....when we left the
house it was sunny, but by the time we
arrived the rain was torrential...
Shannan stayed in the car as it was ridiculous weather to go for a swim, but Bessie and I
walked from the car in our bikinis and went in the water....it was cold at first but then
was reallllly nice. Then the thunder came closer...and closer...and as soon as the first
lightening hit scarily close to us we pegged it as fast as we could out of there! We're
spending the rest of the day watching movies in the dry...it is a typical rainy Sunday
afternoon here today. Anyway, so last week I went to
the following:
Tuesday - Karanda - a really pretty
little place with a huge number of
markets and shops. We arrived via skyrail through the rain forest, and then
went home via a very scenic train
journey.
Karunda - view of the train and
waterfall from the sky-rail cable car.
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Wednesday and Thursday - Cape Tribulation - firstly we went on the Daintree river
to spot for crocs. We saw 2 - one big croc and one baby croc! We went on a boardwalk
through the forest (which was really rushed and it didn't help that our tour guide was
very annoying and immature....). I was then dropped at my hostel for the evening in the
middle of the rainforest! It was a really nice place - we stayed in wooden huts, and
although it was in the rainforest the beach was just at the edge of the hostel. A lovely
beach - we had it to ourselves. Annoyingly in Oz for this time of year you can't actually
go in the water due to a) crocs in some places and b) box jellyfish....so it's really
frustrating when you need to cool off!! However when I have been in the sea (in areas
where they have stinger nets) the water is too warm anyway to cool off...so you can't
win!!
In the evening I went on a Night Walk
through the rainforest - we saw loads of
spiders, dragon lizards, other reptiles,
fire flies that were amazing to see with
the torches off!, a bat, birds of various
descriptions, a fungus that was releasing
spores (it looked just like smoke all
around it), and some bacteria that live on
twigs and things on the ground - when
we turned our torches off we could see it
glowing in the dark - AMAZING!! At one
stage we all turned our torches off just to
experience how dark it was in there - and yes, it was absolute pitch black.
The next day we were picked up by a less annoying tour guide (thank god) and we
continued the rest of our trip. We went on another board-walk (less rushed) and then to
Port Douglas for a very brief look around whilst she picked people up from their hostels
- it was lovely there.
Friday - I went on the Greyhound to Mission Beach where I stayed just a night. The
amount of people who asked me if I was going there to do a sky-dive was
ridiculous....um, no, just going for the beach... I did see a lot of people's sky dives though
as they landed on the beach. Crazy people.
I am going out on the Great Barrier Reef tomorrow for a day of snorkeling - can't wait!!!
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Rescue!!!!
OH MY GOD what a day I have had. I am on Magnetic Island and I decided to go on one
of the so called walking tracks this morning - up to Hawkings Point up from Picnic
Bay....
The track wasn't really marked that well (actually at all) and I ended up getting
ridiculously lost somewhere up the rocky/foresty cliff....I turned to go back once I knew
the path I thought I was on wasn't a path at all...but with my awful sense of direction I
realised that I had no memory of which way I had come from....
All this with torrential rain, and slippy rocks, etc....
After a while of trying to work out a route back, but failing dismally...and the last straw
was slipping onto my bum off a rock...I
decided to call the hostel for help.
LUCKILY I had reception - I don't have it
hardly anywhere on the
island...phew....but then, NO CREDIT!!!
AAHHH!! I had to call and top up my
phone using my credit card, which I
LUCKILY had...and then called the
hostel.
They ended up sending out Brett who
owns the hostel to save me...we shouted
at each other for a bit so he could locate me, and then eventually he arrived, my
SAVIOUR!!!!!!!
I'd ended up so far off the track ...Brett agreed that the track is badly marked, and said
that it could have been a wallaby track I'd taken....
(photo : Magnetic Island - taken by my rescuer!!)

Bum bruised, I treated myself to an hour long massage at a lovely lady round the corner,
and she even gave me a lift back. Glad to be alive!!!
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As for my snorkeling on the reef on Monday - loved it, saw loads of fish and 2 turtles.
Not so amazed by the coral though, better in Thailand...bit grey and dead looking...
however I did spend every other second not snorkeling either feeling horrendously seasick or vomiting my guts up into the ocean....was not a nice experience, especially as I
spent about 8 hours on the boat feeling sick the whole time!!!! Missed out on the
amazing lunch too. Managed one chunk of watermelon and chucked it straight up...

The daily feeding of the many lorikeets on at Bungalow Bay on Magnetic Island.

Airlie Beach tomorrow, and to the Whitsundays....not so sure if I'm going to do a 3 day
sailing trip....
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Airlie Beach and the Whitsunday Islands

I LOVE Airlie beach! It's so nice here - lots of shops and lots going on, and then parallel
to that road there's a gorgeous beach which I could spend hours just sitting by....
I spent today on two of the
Whitsunday Islands - Long
Island and Daydream Island. I
took a passenger ferry, didn't
bother with an expensive tour!
Long Island was
beautiful...loved it. I spent the
morning swinging in a
hammock under a mango tree
(I think!) metres from the sea,
with a lovely breeze keeping me
cool......bliss.
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Daydream Island ...um...it probably was beautiful
once, but they've ruined it by a resort which was
OBVIOUSLY designed in the 80's....tacky doesn't
even cover it....hm. I did manage to have a cocktail
by the pool (in a plastic cup...) and then I spent the
rest of the afternoon on a sun-lounger on the beach.
Highlight - saw a beautiful silvery-grey coloured
kangaroo (I don't think it was a wallaby - but I can't
really tell the difference!) - it hopped behind me, and
then spend a while eating on the beach, and it let me
get pretty close to take some lovely shots with the
ocean behind! :-) Worth going just for that!
The gorgeous kangaroo on Daydream Island
(one of the Whitsunday Islands)

My Swiss friend Ann who I met in Alice Springs and then we were at the same hostel in
Cairns, has arrived in Airlie today! Didn't think our paths would cross again, but will
probably eat with her tonight and go for a drink.
Am possibly doing my first WWOOFing tomorrow - in Bundaberg. Harvesting mangoes
possibly!! Am going to call them first to find out more. This will be my half way stop
before I go to Buderim for Christmas to stay with more Blores!
Christmas songs are playing in the internet place I am in....I am actually feeling a bit
Christmasy today, despite the totally wrong climate!
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Passion fruits!

I spent from Sunday-Thursday on a farm
in a place called Welcome Creek in Bundaberg, with a family of 4 (well the 5th doesn't
live at home). Paul, Sharon and their 2 boys Cory (15) and Jayden (12) - and their 2
dogs, 2 cats, 25 of so alpacas, 2 donkeys, chickens....etc....
I spent 3 days helping out on the farm harvesting passion fruit. We did a lot of
collecting - scooping up the ones that
had fallen from the vines (with an
amazing invention of a tin can attached
to a stick!), and some picking off the
vines. We sorted these fruits into ones
for boxing up and selling, ones to sell for
juice (i.e. the ugly looking ones) and ones
for the cattle to eat (the really bad
mushed up ones). We tidied up some of
the vines (getting rid of the shoots that
weren't needed, so all the goodness could get to the top ones). We set some insects onto
the vines so they could eat the bad stuff off them.
I really enjoyed all of it! Beats sitting behind a desk all day anyway! The first 2 days an
Irish couple Sean and Jenny were there too (they'd been there for about 2 weeks). I had
my own room, the use of the pool, and was fed really well. I would definitely have stayed
a few days longer if it weren't for Christmas. Got pretty soaked yesterday (on the day
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when it was just me and Paul working) as the rain was REALLY bad. My trainers got
soaked through...ended up just putting my flip flops on....their driveway has been
flooded since I arrived too, and Sharon can't get her car out - Paul's had to drive her to
work and back in the 4 wheel drive!! It's so deep - looks like a lake!!! For a while I was
slightly worried I wouldn't be able to get out in time for Christmas - if it had got any
deeper....
I left this morning, and got the Greyhound down to
Moorochydore (possibly spelt wrong!) where I got picked
up by Christine and Leo (more Blore relatives!). I'm now in
their home in Buderim, and this is where I'll be for
Christmas. The weather forecast is pretty dire for
Christmas day, so although the plan was to go out
somewhere - at the moment it looks like we'll be inside!
Am staying here until I leave for Brisbane where I'm going
to stay with a friend for New Year. Merry Christmas
everyone!
(By the sounds of it I may not have made it home for
Christmas anyway - I would normally have got the train on the 23rd/24th and sounds
like I'd have struggled to get back!!)
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Merry Christmas from Oz!!
Hi all,
As I'm typing this you'll all be opening pressies and putting
the dinner on - my Christmas is almost over! It's 10pm and I
am ready for sleep!
Have really enjoyed my Oz-style Christmas, and have been fed
just as well as I would've been at home!
The weather forecast was for heavy rain (there's been a huge
amount of that recently - flooding everywhere!) - the original
plan was to go out somewhere taking a picnic, but we decided
it was safer to stay inside! The morning started off with a
game of pictionary - Leo and myself against Christine and Dan
(their son). Unfortunately my team didn't get a look in as
Christine and Dan were too good so we didn't have much
opportunity to win!!
We had chicken and lamb for our
Christmas lunch - with potato,
green beans, pumpkin with
prosciutto wrapped round it,
cauliflower cheese...and a
courgette (in Oz land they call it
zucchini!)/tomato/breadcrumb
side-dish. Very delicious.
By the time lunch was over the rain still hadn't
materialised, and I was melting...so we went out for a drive
at about 2ish - originally to find a water hole for a swim.
The swim didn't happen in the end as the place we went to
was flooded and the water was too fast-flowing. We ended up going on a bit of a roadtrip.
On the way we stopped to have a look at Mapleton Falls - a beautiful waterfall spot. We
also stopped to have a look at the view of the Glass House Mountains - which looked
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really atmospheric against the really low clouds! On the way
back we stopped at their local beach - Mooloolaba beach. My
first time on a beach on Christmas day! I went for a paddle the water was a nice temperature - cold enough to be nice and
refreshing, but not so cold that your feet freeze off! There
were a lot of people there in the sea, and lots
of lifeguards.
About 2 minutes after Leo told me
how rare it was that they were
actually needed to rescue anyone and
they generally just stand around, I
witnessed a rescue! A guy got caught
out a way off out to sea and I think he
was just struggling with the current. A
whole load of the lifeguards went out
(and no, it didn't resemble a scene
from Baywatch...the majority of them looked far too unfit to be
there in the first place!)...and then they sent a dingy out to get
the man. He was fine when he got to the shore, so no drama
really...
Since we've got home we've mainly just plonked ourselves in front of the TV - and I've
also spoken to mum, dad and Andrew over Skype (twice today for me, and once
Christmas Eve and once Christmas Day for them!) and also spoke to Wendy Conway on
Skype too. I'm staying with Wendy when I go to Melbourne, and can't wait to go to the
Australian Open with her! We'll be reliving the old days, but at a different venue!
Anyway, am ridiculously tired now, so am about to go to bed. Hope you all enjoy/have
enjoyed your Christmas day!
M O N D A Y , 2 7 D E CE M B E R 2 0 1 0

Rain, rain and more rain (it feels like home!)
I'm still in Buderim with the Blores and it is VERY wet here. Since Boxing day it hasn't
stopped raining, and there's widespread flooding all over Queensland. It's the wettest
December in...wait for it...150 years! A place called Theodore (west of Bundaberg where
I was before here) has a river which has reached over 14 metres deep....this town, and a
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couple of others are being evacuated as we
speak.
Yesterday we drove to Woodford to help
Dan set up his tent for the annual
Woodford folk festival. He's volunteering
there, and camping out in the mud. I
ended up bare-foot as it was just pointless
even wearing flip-flops!
Today Leo and I braved the rain and drove
to Wappa Dam. There was a LOT of water
here! Very powerful, and you really wouldn't stand a chance if you ended up in there!!!

Wonderful hosts for Christmas, Leo & Christine

I'm going to Brisbane tomorrow to stay with Nikki until after the New Year. Brisbane is
also very wet I've heard so I don't think I'm going to be escaping the rain any time soon!
No need for sun cream at the moment anyway!!
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New Year and the
tennis!

Happy New Year! I spent
New Year in Brisbane at a
house party at Nikki's
friend's high-rise
apartment. We were on the
highest floor in the building
- 67th floor! (ears pop as you travel up and down the lift!).
For midnight itself a few of us walked into town to watch the
midnight fireworks.
As the Brisbane International tennis event is on at the moment, I couldn't resist staying
for a few more days to go along! I didn't realise it was on until I saw an advert for it! I
went along yesterday and spent the day melting within the Pat Rafter arena. They have a
permanent roof, so luckily I wasn't in the sun - that would have been so much worse.
The first match I saw was Aussie Sally
Peers vs 7th seeded Russian Alisa
Kleybanova. Sally was a Wildcard and
not expected to win - it looked for a
while like it was all over for her, but she
fought back and won 3-6, 6-4, 6-3. I
think the Aussies chanting in the
audience helped....it was a great
atmosphere! There was another
womens and a mens match on - the
women's I missed as I went to eat lunch
(fish and chips!) but the mens I saw Feliciano Lopez (Spanish) vs Philipp
Petszchner (German). Lopez won 6-4, 7-6 - it was a very close tie-break (11-9).
The Queensland Tennis Centre is only a couple of years old - it's nice actually, although
obviously not a patch on Wimbledon! Nikki's coming with me tonight for the evening
session - we're seeing Andy Roddick and Jelena Dokic!
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Whilst Nikki has been at work today I've been attempting to plan my next trip to Byron
Bay - for the first time since I've been travelling I've struggled to find anywhere to stay. I
think it's due to New Year and the fact most hostels have minimum nights stay, and
Byron is really popular. However I've finally sorted it - I'm going to be staying at a place
in Lennox Head instead. The place I'm staying do free shuttle buses into Byron Bay on a
daily basis, and the area looks lovely - really close to the beach. :-)
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Beautiful Lennox Head
I'm staying in a place called Lennox Lodge Budget
Accommodation in Lennox Head which is just outside of
Byron Bay. I only booked to stay here as hostels were fully
booked in Byron Bay. But I realised quite quickly how lucky
I'd been!
I'm staying in an apartment with 3 other people (2 lots of
bunk beds). We have our own kitchen, bathroom, tables
and chairs and even a TV. In the communal space we have
a really nice pool and a BBQ area. The lady who runs the
place is Croation (I think!) and SO lovely. She looks after
everyone really well who stays there, and it's the first place
I've been to where the backpackers leaving have been seen
to the minibus by the owner and given hugs goodbye! There's also a strict trust policy in
the place - there are no locks to the apartments and no-one has keys. There is a safe at
reception if you want to use it, but there's no need. Apparently she can also be quite
picky with who she lets stay there, and you pretty much can stay as long as you want you just need to turn up in the morning to check out whenever you feel like it. All this
for $25 a night!!!
I'm sharing with 3 Swedish people all
around my age. There's Annie, Lisa and
Christian (who has been living and
working in Sydney for 4 years and
sounds Australian until he speaks in
Swedish). Annie and Christian are
travelling together (although they only
met 2 weeks ago and Annie has a
boyfriend back home...me and Lisa
secretly are constantly trying to figure
out what's going on!). Annie is on a 6
week holiday, and Lisa has been
studying in Sydney for the last 6 months.
Within an hour of arriving I was invited to their BBQ, where we were joined by English
couple Julie and Tom (which was nice when the Swedes all started speaking Swedish!!).
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There are hundreds more Swedes there too.

The beach is a 2 minute walk down the road, and is a great place to watch the amazing
surfing and apparently you can usually see dolphins too (Lisa saw one yesterday
morning when she was running on the beach). I've decided I can't leave here until I've
seen one! Lennox itself has lots of shops and cafes and restaurants, and has a really
relaxed feel to it.
Last night we were having another BBQ
and at about 9pm the heavens opened within minutes we had water rushing
into our area and our feet were pretty
much covered. Thunder, lightening,
strong winds, the heaviest rain you could
possibly have....Lisa and I ended up
running for the apartment and getting
soaked even though it was only a 5
second run!

Today it's still really wet and miserable, but I've braved the weather to come to Byron
Bay for the day. The hostel does a free shuttle bus to and from (it's about a 15 minute
drive). Hence why I have come straight to the internet...not sure I'll be doing much
sunbathing today!
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The sun has come back!
I am pleased to announce that I have finally
seen Byron Bay in the sunshine! I arrived this
morning with dodgy looking skies - the rain
held off for me to walk to the beach and take
some pictures of the beach...and then 2
minutes later it chucked it down. I ended up
sheltering in garage thing where they keep all
the lifesaving stuff. Yes, complete with a
lifeguard!!!!

The rain stopped soon after, and since then it has cleared up and the blue skies are back.
I went for a walk up to the lighthouse, where you can see panoramic views. I love the
coast here in New South Wales - it reminds me of the Cornish coast. And no, I didn't get
lost...although I did draw blood...I was almost at the lighthouse and I looked down to see
some sort of insect on my flip-flop, my instinct was to kick it off, and I think I squashed
it in the process. I had blood on my flip-flop and my foot, which I wiped off on the grass
thinking it was the blood of the squashed insect. But a few minutes later I realised it was
actually my toe that was gushing blood!! I became a proper bush-woman then and used
some grass to stem the flow.
I have no idea what it was that bit me, or stung me. I didn't look at the thing too closely
before I kicked it off, but think it was some sort of wasp or bee - it was big I know that
for sure. But my toe didn't hurt, and still doesn't hurt at all - that's why I was so shocked
it was my blood!! I stayed up by the lighthouse to eat my sarnies and pass some time just
to see if I was going to die from some poisonous creature, so I could at least tell someone
I was dying...but I'm still alive so it's all good!!!
I'm still not sure how long I'm going to stay in Lennox Head for. Probably until at least
Sunday...or Monday...Danielle, the lady who runs the place said it is really difficult to get
people to come and stay at the Lodge, but once they arrive it's hard to get rid of them!
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I forgot to mention in my previous blog
that not only do I have the beach on my
doorstep, but also Lake Ainsworth. It's
about a 5 minute walk, and is a "freshwater lagoon that is permanently
discoloured by tea-tree tannins leaching
from the trees that surround the lake".
It's massive, and very popular with
families who come to picnic next to it,
and swim in it. It is truly bizarre - the
colour that the water makes your skin
look like it golden/orangey/brown. It
makes you feel very healthy!
F R I DA Y , 7 J A NU A R Y 2 0 1 1

A very quiet day
I've stayed in Lennox today, and am having possibly the quietest most relaxing day
possible. Went for a walk on the beach this morning, a swim in the lake and a walk on
the beach before lunch...have read the
paper....
The lake - I walked round the other side
of it today and it has flooded over the
edge considerably. I heard a guy saying
it's about 3 foot higher than it normally
is....I wasn't sure whether it was a
worrying sight or not, but no-one else
seemed to notice!!!
I was hoping to have the apartment to
myself too, but they put a Belgian guy in with me yesterday. He's called Jens, he's 24,
and ok but doesn't seem to really do a lot. Sits at his computer a lot...and doesn't eat
much. Have seen him eat cereal for dinner, cereal for breakfast and liquorice allsorts.
He's very VERY skinny. He also walked out earlier juggling. Hm.
The weather today is overcast and spitting with rain here and there. I think we may get
storms later - wish the weather would make up its mind anyway!
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Sydney
So...I finally left Lennox Head. It took
some doing though! On Wednesday I got
to the Greyhound coach station in Byron
Bay, and found out that it was very
unlikely I'd be travelling to Port
Macquarie that day (my original
destination) due to flooding down the
coast in Grafton (separate flooding to the
BIG flood in Brisbane). I didn't even
consider I'd have trouble getting further
south! It wasn't until the driver turned
up that we discovered he wasn't driving
any further south than Ballina (the
nearest town down...). For some reason there wasn't telephone communication between
the driver and the office...
I befriended an older couple, and took them back with me to Lennox Head. I was so
happy to be back! Due to uncertainty about how long the flooded road would take to
subside, I booked a flight to Sydney for the next day. To fly to Port Macquarie was going
to cost a considerable amount more, and anyway I needed to get a move on as the tennis
is fast approaching!
I arrived into Sydney on Thursday, and have been staying in a hostel on Victoria Street
in Kings Cross. Couldn't sound more like London if it tried! Have been at this hostel 2
nights, but am moving on to a YHA hostel by Central Station for the next 3 nights (it's
opposite where I'll need to get the coach).
Not too sad to leave this one...it's far too
hectic and noisy for my liking!
Wandered around Sydney for the whole day
yesterday - walked everywhere, from about
10.30-6.45pm....I saw the Opera House and
the Harbour Bridge (obviously!) - spent a
while staring at the Japanese tourists who
were doing some crazy things for the
camera. This included standing in a group
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video singing and thrusting out their thumbs for the camera in time to the music...and
then at the end running towards the camera...and the highlight was about 30 of them
standing in a circle and running round and round and round flapping their arms like
wings. Having spoken to a bar-tender later he thinks it's due to their fascination with the
seagulls here. As they were doing this in front of the bridge, I was slightly confused at
the time....
Am spending today moving to my new hostel, and may check out a museum later.
Planning on doing a day trip to the Blue Mountains and another to the Hunter Valley
vineyard before I leave for Melbourne on Tuesday.
S A TU R D A Y , 1 5 J A N U A R Y 2 0 1 1

I love YHA
I'm now staying in Central YHA - it's about a 2 second walk to the Greyhound stop, and
SOOO much nicer than dingy Kings Cross. It's a huge 9 floor building, and feels more
like a hotel. One floor is kitchens and seating areas - it even has a cinema with comfy
seats and bean bags in (I'm going to watch a film in there tonight). This floor also has a
couple of pianos converted into computer stands! The top floor has a small pool and
outside area....it's luxury, even in comparison to the hostel before.
The Original Backpackers hostel which I have been staying in the past 2 nights was clean
at 7am, but with the amount of people crammed in there it was dirty by about
10am...and it was a bit of a party hostel. People drinking all the time and being loud and
drunk....my room was so hot, but if you kept the window open you could hear noise until
about 1am. I must be old!! Am SO much happier here! I'm in a 4 bed dorm, and have 2
nice English girls in with me - one 18, one 24. Amy (the 24
year old) is from East London and she's going to watch the
film too.
Tomorrow I'm going to the Hunter Valley for a vineyard
trip, and Monday I'm going to the Blue Mountains - both
7.20am starts so I'm hoping I don't consume TOO much
wine...else I will be oversleeping! Tuesday I'm getting an
8am coach to Melbourne, arriving at 11pm...and
Wednesday I'm possibly going to the Australian Open to
meet up with mum and dad's old friend and spend the day
with her and her daughter - and then go with her back to
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Wendy's house in Warburton (about 70kms from the city centre) to stay for a few days. I
say possibly as I haven't finalised it yet - I'm a very lastminute.com girl at the moment
and so when I spoke to Wendy about 3 days ago I had no idea what my plans were - I
didn't even envisage being in Sydney by now!
So Sydney - I do like it here, lots to do,
busy busy busy...I forgot to mentioned in
yesterday's post that I also went to Manly
beach in the afternoon - ok, nothing
special (after Lennox anyway!). Today I
wandered round Paddy's market and got
roped into having a Thai massage...to be
honest after walking around a bit with
my bag today I was achey, so I did feel it
was needed! I then walked to Darling
Harbour and went to the Maritime
Museum (free!) and then I walked back
via China Town and had a lovely meal outside soaking up the atmosphere.
T H U RS D A Y , 2 0 J A N U A R Y 2 0 1 1

Sunshine and tennis!
The sunshine has returned...for now. It's
been glorious ever since I arrived in
Warburton (about an hour and a half
outside Melbourne). I'm staying with
Wendy and Barry Brain and their
daughter Tordy (short for Victoria!). My
dad knew Wendy from WAY back and
after 35 years met up again at a tennis
get-together, and Wendy kindly invited
me to come and stay! Wendy is English,
but emigrated to Oz when she was 19 to
marry her Ozzie husband...however she
is now an Australian citizen, so technically isn't English? Not sure how it works!
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Their house (which they've only lived in 5 months) is really high up in the middle of a
woodland/mountainous area, which is beautiful. I
love being in the sticks again!! They have 2 huge
mad dogs Jimmy and Jack, a guinea pig, an aviary
with lots of birds and Wendy is also an animal
rescuer, so at the moment has 8 baby possums
which she is hand rearing until they're ready to be
released. Anyone who knows me will understand
straight away that I am totally in my element!!!
Two of the possums live outside with the cage
open - they're free to leave when they are ready,
but for now still sleep in the safety of their bed in
the cage, but do venture out to feed. The other six
live in three cages right outside my bedroom. :-) They're
all different ages - two small, two slightly bigger, and
two a bit bigger still. Every evening Wendy feeds them
warm milk from a syringe. They come up into the living
room for this and I generally have one of them crawling
over me - with the protection of my fleecy jumper as
their nails are tickly and a bit sharp! They won't run
away - they will usually run round the back of my neck
and grab onto my hair...a bit of a strange sensation as
you can't see what they're doing, but they are just so
cute. They have bulgy eyes which do look a bit strange at
first, but that's just due to them being noctural.
Therefore before I go to bed at night is generally when
they start getting active! However they haven't kept me
awake.
Wendy
has been warned that she may have to
check my rucksack before I leave so I
don't smuggle one away with me....
I spent the day on Wednesday at the
Australian Open - my first experience of
a slam other than Wimbledon! I'm
spending the majority of my week there
next week, so I will go into that a bit
more another time...although what I will
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say is that it doesn't compare to Wimbledon. It's like comparing chalk and cheese Wimbledon is by far much nicer in every way, and
that's not even my biased opinion! Also, the queue
is hilarious - it only took me about 10/15 minutes
to get my ticket, rather than 5 hours or so...a lady
behind me was disgusted with the length of the
queue. She has NO idea!!!
I'm going back again on Sunday, this time with
Wendy and Louise Conway who I used to play
tennis with growing up. I haven't seen either of
them in about 12 years or so, and I can't wait to
spend the day with them at the tennis! We used to
go to Wimbledon together, so I'm sure we will have
a lot of fun, and if we see Murray (if
he's playing - I don't think he will be
though on Sunday) - well, I'm sure
between us we will be loud! They do
free face painting at the tennis, so you
can have a flag painted - will be making
use of that if I do get to see Murray! As
I have finals day tickets, OBVIOUSLY I
will be seeing him there! (not got my
hopes up in the slightest).
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Tennis, Neighbours, more tennis, more
Neighbours and more tennis
Well, what a week I have had. I've spent the majority
of it either at Melbourne Park watching the tennis, or
meeting the cast of Neighbours!
Sunday I arrived back into Melbourne, and since
then I've been staying with Wendy Conway. I used to
play tennis with Wendy when I was growing up, and
we have spent many a Wimbledon queue together. At
the weekend her sister Louise was also here visiting (I
used to play tennis with Louise too). We went to the
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tennis on Sunday, and I got to catch up with Louise before she
caught her flight back to Perth later that evening. The
highlight of the tennis was watching the Woodies vs Bahrami
and Pioline in a 'Legends doubles' match. It was hilarious!
Bahrami and Pioline won, but the rules of tennis weren't
exactly stuck to throughout the game...at times they swapped
partners, and at one stage there were 3 against 1!
Monday night - WHAT A NIGHT! I went to a British pub in
St. Kilda called the Elephant and Wheelbarrow for the
Neighbours night. They have this every Monday night, but this
one was a special charity evening to raise money for the people
that have been affected by the floods. There were about 20
people from Neighbours (past or present), and also the producers were there! I had my
photo taken with Karl Kennedy, Paul Robinson, Steph Scully and loads others! Karl and
Paul sung in their bands too!! They also held a charity auction and sold amongst lots of
other things the first ever script from 1985, and one of Harold's shirts! It was a surreal
but fun evening, and they ended up raising $22,000!
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Tuesday I spent the day at the tennis again, just with a
ground pass. I spent the majority of it sat with my feet up in a
deck chair watching Federer on the big screen, and then later
on I watched more Legends doubles - Rafter was in one, and
Bahrami/Pioline was in another.
Wednesday was AUSTRALIA DAAAY!!! We had a BBQ with
Wendy's friends by the Yarra River (the beginning of the Yarra
river I walked by when I was staying in Warburton!). They had
an airplane display - sort of like the Red Arrows (but not quite
as good!). We then wandered over the bridge to the tennis, and
watched the evening session of Nadal vs Ferrer. They had a
ceremony for Oz day (v impressive - by the end the singers had arranged themselves in
the shape of Oz!), and half way through they stopped the tennis for the fireworks. We
managed to get seats 5 rows from the front...basically by being cheeky and just using
seats that no-one had claimed. We used to get away with this as kids at
Wimbledon...haha!! We had great seats 4 rows behind Nadal's coach! Poor Nadal had an
injured leg from early on, and just wasn't himself at all. We were wanting Ferrer to win
anyway...as the next round is against Murray, and we needed to help him get to the
final! Was also great to relive my Wimbledon days with Wendy!!
Today I went on the Neighbours tour to Ramsey Street, and met another one of the cast
(Stingray) - however he was there on Monday night too. We drove past Erinsborough
High, and some of the areas they use for filming. We then went to Ramsey Street itself
and took loads of pictures of us holding a Ramsey Street sign (the tour lady brought 2
with her in the car - hilarious!).
So for the next 3 days I am at the tennis yet again. Tomorrow I am using my other
ground pass, and am going to watch George Morgan
(junior British boy) in his semi
final, and then Peter Norfolk (British guy playing the
wheelchair singles), then probably the Woodies vs
Bahrami and Pioline again (not sure why they're
playing each other yet again...) and then I'll either
stay to watch Murray vs Ferrer on the big screen, or
race back to Wendy's to watch it. Not sure yet...
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As for Melbourne itself - it is so easy to get around here. Trams/buses/trains
everywhere. There's a tram and a train station right by where Wendy lives. So far I
haven't got lost yet in Melbourne - I seem to have got my bearings here straight away
(which if you know me well is extremely rare!). It's an easy place to live, I can see why
Wendy likes it here. Although it does feel like an extension of England!
So if you can everyone, please support Murray tomorrow (8.30am UK time) so he makes
it through to Sunday's final...as soon as he wins the semis I am off on a mission to buy a
UK flag, and I am prepared to look ridiculous on Sunday. So watch out for me on the TV
... (if he gets there...).

T H U RS D A Y , 2 7 J A N U A R Y 2 0 1 1

Impulse buy
I have managed to buy a ticket for tomorrow's semi final....
I wasn't planning on going, hadn't even crossed my mind...but it hit midnight here and I
just thought I'd see if there were any tickets spare...
It took a few refresh buttons to work, but a ticket eventually became available!!
So I will be seeing Murray playing twice! (well, hopefully).
EXCITED!!!!!
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ANDY MURRAY IS IN THE FINAL!
So yeh...my money didn't go to waste after all, and I saw Andy Murray win his semi-final
against David Ferrer last night. It wasn't the easiest of matches to watch - pretty
stressful to be honest! I was sat on the very back row (well, I did buy the ticket at
midnight!) and although I did have a couple of Murray supporters next to me, they
weren't very sociable or loud! I had lots of Ferrer supporters (Aussies though not
Spaniards) - I did miss having someone with me to cheer with!
So tomorrow I'm going to see him in the final...and I am not going to jinx it by saying
any more...
Has been fab staying at Wendy's - although I haven't seen a lot of her. I have a key and
have been coming and going all week, and it feels like I'm one of the housemates!!
Wendy has been working - although on Thursday she had a pretty scary bike accident she got knocked off by a car, and luckily her bike and helmet got most of the impact.
She's still feeling bruised and her head hurts a lot, so she's been resting up the last few
days. Unfortunately because of that we haven't been able to do much - but to be honest
I've been so busy with the tennis and so many late nights I'm feeling totally exhausted
anyway! Am leaving Monday morning to fly to Tasmania, where I'm going to be
WWOOFing again!
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Hobart & Bruny Island - Tasmania
As you all probably know Andy Murray lost ...
Anyway, the day after his match I flew to Hobart, Tasmania. I stayed in Hobart for a
night - spent the afternoon wandering around the town which was lovely. I then had the
worst night's sleep ever in my hostel - first of all due to it being right next to the social
area, so I could hear everyone talking and the TV. Then at about midnight I heard a
woman shouting at the other backpackers - she was screaming at them to wash up, that
she had spent ages washing everything up - and so 'you f-ing clean that cup' - repeated
louder and louder and getting more and more aggressive. I assumed she was a cleaner
and just getting annoyed at messy backpackers. She then started getting personal and
starting calling her a prostitute, etc...anyway this went on for about 45 minutes. By
which time I needed the loo - I got up to go and the guy in my room (who until then I
hadn't actually met as he had come in after I had gone to sleep) said that he didn't think
I should go out there until she calmed down. Turned out that he had befriended her a
few days before - they had both come to stay for a week or two as part of a social housing
thing (i.e. both are on the dole and have no-where to live). He said that she had a lot of
problems and she had actually got really drunk again a couple of days before...anyway, it
was a horrible experience, for the people on the other end of it, and me having to stay
awake to hear all this through my door!!
ANYWAY, from one extreme to the other - the next day I got the ferry to Bruny Island - I
spotted some dolphins! I am staying on Bruny Island Berry farm:
www.brunyislandberryfarm.com.au
WOW it is so lovely here. The farm is right next to the beach - the beach is usually empty
and absolutely beautiful. I am WWOOFing here with 2 others - Cynthia from California,
and Kana from Japan. There are also a few ex WWOOFers who work nearby but come
round every day for dinner. There is a cafe/shop here which many people visit every day
to either pick their own berries or come and eat from the cafe. Outside the shop is the
seating area which you can sit and watch the sea....its bliss! The work itself is easy but
tough on my back - I'm not too sure whether I will last the week here, but I'm hoping if I
do enough yoga/running I should get through it ok! We pick berries for about an hour
and a half, have a break (usually with an ice cream!), work picking berries for another
hour and a half, have lunch - and then weed for about an hour and a bit. Doesn't sound
that much, but my back is very sore already...
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Anyway, the area and the stuff we do in our spare time more than makes up for the pain!
Yesterday I went on a short walk with Cynthia and Kana, where we saw wallabies and a
snake. Graham (the farmer) told us to look out for white wallabies - we didn't see any of
those, so when he picked us up he drove us to a spot very nearby where we saw loads of
them. White wallabies are only native to Bruny Island! They are amazing - less scared of
us than the brown wallabies too (mainly as they are used to having their photo taken). I
managed to get about a metre away from one and got a great picture. After our walk I
went for a run on the beach (I find running really helps my back at home) - on the run
back I suddenly spotted a seal about a metre away from me. I must've just not seen it on
the way past! It's an Australian fur seal, and about 2.5 metres long. Unfortunately it's
dying. :-( It may just be an old seal..not sure. Apparently they will only usually come
onto the sand like that to die. Last night we went to see if it was still there, but we
couldn't see it - although we only had torches and it was pitch black. This morning in my
break I went to see if it was there, and it was. So we called the ranger, and he came out
this afternoon - he was going to section off part of the beach so we don't disturb him,
and so he can't harm anyone.
One night we're going out to see the fairy penguins :-)
S U ND A Y , 6 F EB RU A R Y 2 0 1 1

Seals and penguins
I'm still on the beautiful Bruny
Island, and loving it. I'd quite
happily stay here forever! The
seal was actually an elephant
seal - we thought it was a fur
seal, but apparently not.
Anyway, it turned out he/she
wasn't dying - he spent about
2 days on the beach. The final
day he dragged himself out
onto the grassy bank and then
by he end of the day he
dragged himself back out and
back to the sea! We could see both sets of tracks. So hopefully he was just coming to the
beach for a holiday, and he's fine now (well that's what I'm telling myself!).
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We went on the beach at about 9.30pm last night to see the fairy penguins. They come
out from the sea every evening to feed their babies, and if you're very very quiet and still,
and only use a torch with red paper over the torch light - you can see them. We managed
to see a few, despite a group of teenagers walking back over the beach after a BBQ. So
amazing!
Today Graham took us out on a trip to the lighthouse, and also a walk on a beach called
Cloudy Bay, which may be just the most perfect beach I've ever seen! The bay was at the
entrance to Cloudy Bay lagoon - which was the most amazing colour.
We've had very odd weather today (although to be honest I should be used to it by now).
It was about 8-11 degrees (varied a lot whilst we were in the car) and it rained on an off
(we managed to avoid all the showers somehow when we got out the car). And um...we
had hail stones. Yes, hail stones, in the middle of the Australian summer! When the sun
was out it felt a lot warmer though...but yes, odd weather today!
In the afternoon after we spent a couple of hours weeding (which, by the way I am really
enjoying! - my mum will probably jump for joy at reading this!!), I went for my daily run
on the beach and then for a swim in the sea. It was absolutely freezing, but after a while
of swimming it was bearable, and so lovely and calm. Apparently it's the cleanest sea in
the world!
I'm leaving on Tuesday with Cynthia - the WWOOFer from the U.S. We're staying in the
same hostel in Hobart, and going on the Port Arthur tour together on Wednesday.
Have absolutely loved my time here - we have huge dinners every night (as in number of
people eating - largest is 11 so far!) and the island is absolute heaven!
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Last day on Bruny and some pics

A white wallaby - native to the island.
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Wine and cheese outside the shop/house - with the view I have sat and looked at all
week!
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Me on the beach this afternoon with an ice cream from the shop.

Amazing rock formation on the beach by the farm - looks like a berry!
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This afternoon on the beach checking out some rock pools.

The gang - the older guy in the middle is Graham the farmer, and his wife and son are
on the right. The rest are WWOOFers/ex WWOOFers

The gang again - eating outside the shop. Check out the view.
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Eating outside again - the dogs below are Molly and Joy.

Me overlooking Cloudy Bay. Windy and cold!
It was my final full day on the island today - and it was the busiest yet. It was all hands
on deck as a coach party of 48 came at 10.30 this morning for coffee and scones or
muffins (obviously the scones came with freshly picked strawberries by us
WWOOFers!). They've never done a party this big before in one go, and somehow the
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rain stayed away too (there wouldn't have been enough room for everyone inside the
tiny shop!). We got up extra early to start picking strawberries at 8am (we usually start
at a leisurely 9.30am) and managed to stay dry despite looming grey clouds all around
us (we since discovered we were the only part of the island that did stay dry today - my
freak weather-power working yet again!!). It went like clockwork, and we got excellent
feedback.
I don't usually put pics up on here as they take too long, but I just had to with Bruny
Island as it is absolutely beautiful! Keep it to yourself though and don't tell your friends,
as we need to keep it a secret!! The reason they are above this is because this blog is very
annoying to edit!!!
W E D N ES D A Y , 9 F E B R U A R Y 2 0 1 1

Bye Bye Oz!
I'm just about to leave my hostel in Hobart to fly to Melbourne, and then fly to
Christchurch in New Zealand. Just using up internet time I have already paid for, so
thought I would do a quick blog!
Went to Port Arthur yesterday with Cynthia, and also with two other Americans (Paul
and Andrew) who we met at the same hostel. Had an interesting day, and we left there
glad to be free people!! Will write more about Port Arthur when I have more time.
So my 3 months in Oz is now up. Have had a great time and met so many lovely people.
Will hopefully be back one day to visit the new found family!
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